
 

In a world beset with superheroes, it's tough to tell our heroes from the bad guys. In this case, the government has been using
some of their most notorious villains to fight crime in exchange for reduced sentences. As a result, these nefarious characters
have been forced back into society and are now stripped of their powers. Without any super-strength or super-speed to rely on,
they must go undercover as members of the Suicide Squad. The film follows various members of this ragtag team as they
navigate through one criminal act after another with their secret identities under threat every step of the way. With a revolving
cast of characters, the film shifts between the perspectives of both our protagonists and antagonists as they battle for survival.
This film is directed by David Ayer. He is best known for his work on "Training Day" and "End of Watch." David also wrote
the script for this movie, which was based on a comic book series by John Ostrander and Kim Yale.

The trailer was released on March 31, 2016. The soundtrack to the film was released digitally June 9, 2016 (delayed from April
5).

On review aggregator website Rotten Tomatoes, the film holds an approval rating of 57% based on 247 reviews, with an average
rating of 5.7/10. The website's critical consensus reads, ""Suicide Squad" struggles with the same kind of dull execution and
disjointed narrative that made DC's attempts at cinematic universe-building a mess — albeit not an entirely unenjoyable one."
On Metacritic, which assigns a normalized rating to reviews, the film has a weighted average score of 50 out of 100, based on
44 critics, indicating "mixed or average reviews". Audiences polled by CinemaScore gave the film an average grade of "B" on
an A+ to F scale. A. O. Scott of "The New York Times" pens, "Is it too much to ask that a movie about bad guys not be bad
itself? No — it's not too much to ask, and "Suicide Squad" doesn't quite manage the trick. [...] It's a relief to report that "Suicide
Squad" does not resemble the out-of-control train wreck that many critics had predicted." IGN gave the film an 8/10, saying
""Suicide Squad" isn't a good movie. But it's a great time". In an interview with "Rolling Stone", director David Ayer apologized
for the lack of Joker in the film and promised that he would be included in an extended cut. Ayer further added that he has a
"gut feeling" about the Joker's line in the theatrical version. Due to the film's tracking poorly with audiences, Warner Bros. put
the film through reshoots in order to make it more fun. Also with Marv in attendance, David Ayer called for a new ending, in
which he wanted to include more action. By October 2016, concept art of Jared Leto's Joker had emerged with him wearing a
metal grill on his teeth and black and yellow face paint, as well as purple hair and an orange and green suit (the same suit he
wears in "The Killing Joke").
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